The following summarizes response actions completed at the above-referenced site for the period November 1, 2013 through November 30, 2013.

SITE ACTIVITIES PERFORMED

- Performed Site visits to document security conditions and sheen observations, if present.
- Installed protective casings for the interior and perimeter soil gas probes which were completed in July 2013 within the fenced limits of the Tidewater Site. This work was performed on November 11, 2013.

FUTURE RESPONSE ACTION WORK/SCHEDULE

- Continue quarterly NAPL monitoring and recovery. The next event is scheduled for January 2014.
- Continue Site visits to document Site security conditions and sheen observations.
- Continue aboveground work associated with the electrical substation project. All earthwork associated with the substation upgrades is complete. The remainder of the work associated with the electrical substation upgrade project will consist of aboveground work within the substation and buildings. It is currently anticipated that the aboveground work associated with the substation upgrades will continue until the end of 2013.

Please call me if you have any questions at 401-421-4140 Ext. 2719 or Michele Leone at 781-907-3651.